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Multiple-Antenna “ad hoc” Networks
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the competitively optimal
power control and signal shaping for “ad hoc” networks composed
by multiple-antenna noncooperative transmit/receive terminals af-
fected by spatially colored multiple-access interference (MAI). The
target is the competitive maximization of the information through-
put sustained by each link that is active over the network. For this
purpose, the MAI-impaired network is modeled as a noncoopera-
tive strategic game, and sufficient conditions for the existence and
uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium (NE) are provided. Further-
more, iterative power-control and signal-shaping algorithms are
presented to efficiently achieve the NE under both best-effort and
“contracted QoS” policies. The presented algorithms also account
for the effect of (possibly) imperfect channel estimates available
at the transmit/receive units active over the network, they are
fully scalable, and they may be implemented in a fully distributed
and asynchronous way. The presented numerical results support
the conclusion that the proposed distributed algorithms may be
able to outperform the conventional centralized orthogonal MAC
strategies (as time division multiple access, frequency division
multiple access, and code division multiple access) in terms of a
sustained network throughput, especially in operating scenarios
affected by a strong MAI.

Index Terms—Competitive optimality, game theory, multiple-
access interference (MAI), multiple antennas, power allocation,
spatial signal shaping.

I. STATE OF ART AND GOALS OF THE WORK

DUE TO THE increasing demand for pervasive high-
throughput personal communication services (PCSs), the

requirement for “always-on” mobile access based on uncoor-
dinated “ad hoc”-type networking architectures is expected to
dramatically increase within the next few years [9]. To satisfy
the resulting demand for a large network throughput, the spatial
dimension provided by wireless multiantenna terminals may
be exploited [10]. As a consequence, an increasing attention
has been paid to the development of next-generation array-
equipped transceivers for wireless PCSs [10].
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A. Related Works and Proposed Contributions

Power control and spatial signal shaping are central issues
for the optimized design of multiple-access interference (MAI)-
limited “ad hoc” networks. In fact, in these networks, the
information throughput (measured in bits/slot), which is con-
veyed by each link, depends on the power allocation and signal
shaping carried out by all the other transmitters active over
the network. Thus, the optimized design of the overall network
involves a performance tradeoff among all active transmitters.
Such a tradeoff is the subject of the present work. Specifically,
the power-control and signal-shaping algorithms, which we
propose, aim to maximize the information throughput conveyed
by each link active over the network and are based on the
modeling of the “ad hoc” network as a noncooperative strategic
game. A game theoretic approach has been followed in several
recent contributions dealing with power control in wireless
networks [1], [4], [5], [18]. In addition, a game theory is also
employed in [19] to solve the problem of the power allocation
in single-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
with imperfect channel estimation. However, all these works
focus on scenarios characterized by either single-antenna ter-
minals, where the spatial dimension of the system is fully
neglected, or single user multiantenna terminals. Thus, the
problem of the power allocation in MIMO systems, which
is impaired by multiuser interference, still appears to be an
open problem. On the contrary, in emerging next-generation
“ad hoc” networks employing multiantenna transceivers, the
spatial dimension of the overall system is crucial and must be
explicitly taken into account in order to optimize the network
throughput. The main result of this contribution is that, under
suitable conditions, the multiantenna MAI channel game has
a unique Nash equilibrium (NE) under both best-effort and
“contracted QoS” access policies. This result leads to iterative
fully scalable power-control and signal-shaping algorithms that
are able to achieve the equilibrium point in a fully distributed
and asynchronous way (see the Proposition 3). Specifically,
the presented power-control and signal-shaping algorithms ex-
hibit the following advantages over conventional centralized
orthogonal access methods as time division multiple access
(TDMA)/frequency division multiple access (FDMA)/code di-
vision multiple access (CDMA).

1) The proposed algorithms are fully scalable and may be
implemented without any centralized controller.
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Fig. 1. Multiantenna system equipped with imperfect (forward) channel estimates Ĥ and impaired by MAI with spatial covariance matrix Kd.

2) The proposed algorithms are competitively optimal, and
then, they find an optimized balance between maximizing
each user’s own information throughput and minimizing
its induced interference effect without completely avoid-
ing it, as in [18], for a single-antenna scenario. For achiev-
ing this task, the spatial dimension of the underlying
multiantenna channels is explicitly exploited.

3) The proposed algorithms allow to implement best-effort
and “contracted QoS” access policies and may account
for multiple QoS classes.

4) Several numerical results support the conclusion that the
proposed distributed algorithms outperform conventional
centralized ones (as TDMA/FDMA/CDMA) in terms of a
conveyed information throughput, especially in network-
ing scenarios affected by strong MAI.

B. Organization of the Work

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
giving the system model of Section II, the evaluation of the con-
veyed information throughput in MAI-affected environments is
addressed in Section III. In Section IV, the optimized power
allocation over the transmit antennas is presented for the simple
case of a single transmit/receive pair impaired by “static”
(e.g., not time varying) MAI. Thus, after shortly reviewing
in Section V, the MAI model for the “ad hoc” networks
proposed in [16], we formalize the concept of NE in Section VI,
while in Section VII, we present iterative and fully decen-
tralized algorithms for achieving the competitively optimal
(e.g., maximum throughput) power allocation and signal shap-
ing of all transmit/receive pairs active over the considered
network. Analytical conditions for the convergence of the oper-
ating point of the overall network toward a stable state (e.g., the
NE of the underlying game) are also provided in Section VII
and proved in the final Appendices. The actual effectiveness
of the proposed power-allocation and signal-shaping games is

numerically tested in Section VIII, where some final conclu-
sions are also drawn.

Before proceeding, we have a few words about the adopted
notation. Capital letters indicate matrices, lower-case under-
lined symbols denote vectors, and characters overlined by an
arrow → denote block matrices and block vectors. Apexes ∗, T,
† mean conjugation, transposition, and conjugate-transposition,
respectively, while lower case letters will be used for scalar
quantities. In addition, det[A] and Tra[A] mean determinant

and trace of the matrix A ∆= [a1 . . . am], while vect(A) indi-
cates the (block) vector obtained by the ordered stacking of
the columns of A. Finally, Im is the (m×m) identity matrix,
‖A‖E is the Euclidean norm of the matrix A [6], A ⊗ B is
the Kronecker product of matrix A by matrix B (see [6]), 0m

is the m-dimensional zero vector, lg denotes natural logarithm,
and δ(m,n) is the Kroenecker delta.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

In the application scenario, we consider models emerging
wireless “ad hoc” networks [9], where a (large) number of
uncoordinated transmit–receive nodes simultaneously attempt
to communicate over a limited-size hot-spot cell and then give
rise to MAI as in the scenario proposed in the framework of the
Wireless 8O2.16 Multi-antenna mEsh Networks (WOMEN),
where the lower level of communication between nodes is
supposed to be in ad hoc mode [23]. The (complex base-band
equivalent) point-to-point radio channel linking a transmitter
node Tx to the corresponding receiving node Rx is sketched in
Fig. 1. Simply stated, it is composed by a transmit unit equipped
with t ≥ 1 antennas communicating to a receive unit equipped
with r ≥ 1 antennas via a MIMO radio channel impaired by
both slowly time-varying Rayleigh flat fading1 and additive

1The assumption of flat fading is met when the RF bandwidth Bw of
the signal radiated by each transmit antenna does not exceed the coherence
bandwidth Bc of the MIMO forward channel of Fig. 1 [2], [10].
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Fig. 2. Packet structure (T
∆
= TL + Ttr + Tpay).

MAI induced by adjacent transmit nodes active over the same
hot-spot cell. The path gain hji from the transmit antenna i to
the receive one j may be modeled as a complex zero-mean unit-
variance proper complex random variable (r.v.) [2], [3], [11],
and for sufficiently spaced apart antennas, overall path gains
{hji ∈ C

1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t} may be considered mutually
uncorrelated. Furthermore, for low-mobility applications such
as those serving nomadic users over hot-spot cells, the path
gains {hji} may be also assumed time invariant over T ≥ 1
signaling periods, after which, they change to new statistically
independent values held for another T signaling periods, and
so on. The resulting “block-fading” model well captures the
main features of several frequency-hopping or packet-based in-
terleaved 4G systems, where each transmitted packet is detected
independently of any other [2], [3], [11], [16]. About the MAI
affecting the link of Fig. 1, its statistics mainly depend on the
network topology [2], [3], [11], and in the application scenario
considered here, it is reasonable to assume that this topology
remains constant over (at least) an overall packet [16]. However,
since both path gains {hji} and MAI statistics may change from
a packet to another, we assume that Tx and Rx in Fig. 1 are
not aware of them at the beginning of each transmitted packet.
Hence, according to Fig. 2, we assume that the coded and
modulated streams radiated by the transmit antennas are split
into packets composed by T ≥ 1 slots, where the first TL ≥ 0
slots are used by the receiver for learning the MAI statistics
(see Section II-A), the second Ttr ≥ 0 slots are employed for
estimating the path gains {hji} of the forward MIMO channel

(see Section II-B), and the last Tpay
∆= T − Ttr − TL slots

convey payload data (see Section II-C).

A. Learning Phase

During the learning phase (see Fig. 2), no signals are radi-
ated by the transmitter of Fig. 1 to allow the corresponding
receiver to learn the statistics of the impairing MAI. Specif-

ically, the r-dimensional (complex column) vector ẏ(n) ∆=
[ẏ1(n) . . . ẏr(n)]T collecting the outputs of the r receive an-
tennas over the nth slot of the learning phase may be modeled
as [17]

ẏ(n) ∆= ḋ(n) ≡ v̇(n) + ẇ(n), 1 ≤ n ≤ TL (1)

where ẏ(n) is the superposition of two mutually inde-

pendent components ẇ(n) ∆= [ẇ1(n) . . . ẇr(n)]T and v̇(n) ∆=
[v̇1(n) . . . v̇r(n)]T. The first component accounts for the re-
ceiver thermal noise, so that {ẇ(n) ∈ C

r, 1 ≤ n ≤ TL} may
be modeled as a zero-mean proper complex spatially and

temporally white Gaussian sequence with covariance matrix
equal to

E
{
ẇ(n) (ẇ(m))†

}
= N0Irδ(m,n) (2)

where N0 (watt/Hz) is the level of the receiver’s thermal noise.
The component {v̇(n)} in (1) accounts for the MAI induced by
multiple colocated transmit nodes active over the same hot-spot
cell, and then, it may be adequate to model {v̇(n) ∈ C

r} as a
zero-mean temporally white spatially colored proper Gaussian
sequence [12], [16] whose covariance matrix

Kv
∆= E

{
v̇(n) (v̇(n))†

}
≡


c11 . . . c1r

c∗12 . . . c2r

...
...

...
c∗1r . . . crr

 (3)

remains constant over time intervals at least equal to the dura-
tion of an overall packet (see Fig. 2). However, Kv may change
from a packet to another, so that it is reasonable to assume that
both the transmit and receive nodes in Fig. 1 are not aware of
the covariance matrix of the overall disturbance

Kd
∆= E

{
ẏ(n)

(
ẏ(n)

)†} ≡ Kv +N0Ir (4)

at the beginning of each transmitted packet. During the learning
phase, the received signal ẏ(n) in (1) equates the MAI ḋ(n),
and the law of large numbers guarantees that an unbiased

and consistent (e.g, asymptotically exact) estimate
∨
Kd of the

(a priori) unknown covariance matrix Kd may be evaluated via
the following sample average:

∨
Kd =

1
TL

TL∑
n=1

ẏ(n)
(
ẏ(n)

)†
. (5)

As already pointed out in [11], the effects of (possible) mis-

matches between the actual Kd and its estimate
∨
Kd are

not so critical, so that in the following, we directly assume

that
∨
Kd = Kd. However, this assumption will be relaxed in

Section VIII-B, where the effects of possible mismatches be-

tween actual Kd and the estimated one
∨
Kd are numerically

evaluated.

B. Training Phase

During the training phase, the Tx transmit node of Fig. 1
is able to perform the optimized shaping of the deterministic
pilot streams {x̃i(n) ∈ C

1, TL + 1 ≤ n ≤ TL + Ttr}, 1 ≤ i ≤
t, to be used for estimating the (a priori unknown) (r × t)
path gains {hji} of the MIMO forward channel of Fig. 1. In
particular, the (sampled) signals {ỹj(n) ∈ C

1, TL + 1 ≤ n ≤
TL + Ttr, 1 ≤ j ≤ r} measured at the output of jth receive
antenna during the training phase may be modeled as [17]

ỹj(n) =
1√
t

t∑
i=1

hjix̃i(n) + d̃j(n)

TL + 1 ≤ n ≤ TL + Ttr, 1 ≤ j ≤ r (6)
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where the corresponding overall disturbance

d̃j(n)
∆= ṽj(n) + w̃j(n), TL + 1 ≤ n ≤ TL + Ttr, 1 ≤ j ≤ r

(7)

is independent from the path gains {hji} and exhibits the same
statistics previously reported in (4) for the learning phase. Thus,
after assuming the (usual) power constraint [2]

1
t

t∑
i=1

‖x̃i(n)‖2 ≤ P̃ , TL + 1 ≤ n ≤ TL + Ttr (8)

on the average power P̃ radiated by the transmit antennas
over each slot of the training phase, the resulting signal to
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) γ̃j measured at the output
of jth receive antenna equals [see (7) and (8)]

γ̃j = P̃ /(N0 + cjj), 1 ≤ j ≤ r (9)

where N0 + cjj is the jth diagonal entry of the MAI matrix
Kd in (4). Therefore, as in [2], the Ttr × r (complex) samples
gathered at the outputs of the r receive antennas during the
overall training phase may be organized into the (Ttr × r)
observed matrix Ỹ ∆= [ỹ

1
. . . ỹ

r
] given by

Ỹ =
1√
t
X̃H+ D̃ (10)

where X̃ ∆= [x̃1 . . . x̃t] is the (Ttr × t) matrix composed by the

(deterministic) radiated pilot symbols, H ∆= [h1 . . .hr] is the
(t× r) complex matrix composed by the path gains {hji} to

be estimated, and the (Ttr × r) matrix D̃ ∆= [d̃1 . . . d̃r] collects
the disturbance samples {d̃j(n)} in (7) experienced during the
training phase. Obviously, from (8), it follows that the pilot
matrix X̃ in (10) must satisfy the following power constraint:

Tra[X̃X̃†] ≤ tTtrP̃ . (11)

As detailed in [11] and [14], the trained observations Ỹ in
(10) are employed by the receive node of Fig. 1 for computing

the minimum mean square error (mmse) matrix estimate Ĥ ∆=
E{H|Ỹ} of the MIMO channel matrix H. In turn, at step n =
TL + Ttr (e.g., at the end of the training phase), this estimate Ĥ
is communicated back to the transmitter via the (ideal) feedback
link of Fig. 1.

C. Some Consideration About the Optimized Training

A detailed analysis about the structure and performance of

the estimator computing the set {ĥji
∆= E{hji|Ỹ}, 1 ≤ j ≤

r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t} of the (r × t) mmse channel estimates of the
MIMO forward channel H in (10) may be found in [11] and
[14] so that thereinafter, we only summarize some basic results
exploited in the next sections. In particular, in [11] and [14], it

is proved that under the power constraint (11), the pilot matrix
X̃ minimizing the total average squared estimation error

σ2tot
∆=

r∑
j=1

t∑
i=1

E
{
‖ĥji − hji‖2

}
≡

r∑
j=1

t∑
i=1

E
{
‖εji‖2

}
must satisfy the following relationship:

K−1
d ⊗ X̃†X̃ = aIrt (11.1)

with

a
∆=

TtrP̃

r
Tra
[
K−1

d

]
. (11.2)

Furthermore, when X̃ meets (11.1), the resulting mmse channel

estimator errors {εji
∆= ĥji − hji, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ t} are

mutually uncorrelated, zero mean, proper complex equidistrib-
uted Gaussian r.v.s sharing the following variance [11], [14]:

σ2ε
∆= E

{
‖εji‖2

}
≡ E

{
‖ĥji − hji‖2

}
= (1 + a/t)−1.

(11.3)

In the following, we assume that (11.1) is satisfied, and then, we
proceed to evaluate the performance of the considered system
of Fig. 1 on the basis of (11.3). Additional details about the
overall topic of the optimized mmse MIMO channel estimates
as well as considerations about the system sensitivity to a noisy
(e.g., no ideal) feedback link may be found in [14].

D. Payload Phase

On the basis of the available Kd and Ĥ matrices and actual
packet M to be transmitted, the transmit node of Fig. 1 suitably
shapes the signal streams {φi(n) ∈ C

1, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤
T}, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, to be radiated during the payload phase. The
corresponding (sampled) signals {yj(n) ∈ C

1, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤
n ≤ T}, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, measured at the outputs of the receive
antennas, may be modeled as [17]

yj(n) =
1√
t

t∑
i=1

hjiφi(n) + dj(n)

TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ r (12)

where the sequences dj(n)
∆= vj(n) + wj(n), 1 ≤ j ≤ r ac-

count for the overall disturbance (e.g., MAI plus thermal noise)
experienced during the payload phase. They still exhibit the
same statistics previously detailed in (4) and may also be
assumed independent from both path gains {hji} and payload
streams {φi} [17]. Therefore, after assuming that the transmit-
ted streams meet the (usual) power constraint [2]

1
t

t∑
i=1

E
{
‖φi(n)‖2

}
≤ P, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T (13)
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the resulting SINR γj measured at the output of the jth receive
antenna during the payload phase equals2 [see (12) and (13)]

γj = P/(N0 + cjj), 1 ≤ j ≤ r. (14)

Furthermore, from (12), we also deduce that the (r × 1) column

vector y(n) ∆= [y1(n) . . . yr(n)]T collecting the outputs of the
r receive antennas over the nth payload slot is linked to the

(t× 1) column vector φ(n) ∆= [φ1(n) . . . φt(n)]T of the corre-
sponding signals radiated by the transmit node as in

y(n) =
1√
t
HTφ(n) + d(n), TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T (15)

where {d(n) ∆= [d1(n) . . . dr(n)]T, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T} is
the (temporally white) Gaussian sequence of disturbances with
spatial covariance matrix still given by Kd in (4). Furthermore,
directly from (13), it follows that the (t× t) spatial covariance

matrix Rφ
∆= E{φ(n)φ(n)†} of the t-dimensional signal vec-

tor radiated during each slot must meet the following power
constraint:

Tra[Rφ] ≡ E
{
φ(n)†φ(n)

}
≤ tP, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T.

(16)

Finally, after stacking the Tpay observed vectors in (15) into the

corresponding (Tpayr × 1) block vector −→y ∆= [yT(TL + Ttr +
1) . . .yT(T )]T, we may compact the Tpay relationships (15)
into the following one:

−→Y =
1√
t

[
ITpay ⊗ H

]T−→
φ +−→d (17)

where the (block) covariance matrix of the correspond-

ing disturbance (block) vector in (17)
−→d ∆= [dT(TL + Ttr +

1) . . .dT(T )]T equals,

E
{−→d (−→d )†} = ITpay ⊗ Kd (18)

while the squared norm of the block vector
−→
φ

∆= [φT(TL +
Ttr + 1) . . .φT(T )]T of the random signals transmitted during
the payload phase is constrained as in [see (16)]

E
{−→

φ
†−→
φ
}
≤ TpaytP. (19)

III. CONVEYED INFORMATION THROUGHPUT IN THE

PRESENCE OF CHANNEL-ESTIMATION ERRORS AND

SPATIALLY COLORED MAI

The block-fading model introduced in Section II for the
MIMO channel of Fig. 1 guarantees that this last one is in-
formation stable [8] so that the corresponding Shannon’s ca-
pacity C (nats/slot) fixes the maximum information throughput
conveyable in a reliable way during the payload phase [7].

2We point out that our model explicitly accounts for the different power
levels P̃ and P possibly radiated by transmit antennas during the training and
payload phases, respectively.

Following quite standard approaches [7], the capacity C of the
MIMO channel (17) can be expressed as

C = E
{
C(Ĥ)

}
≡
∫

C(Ĥ)p(Ĥ)dĤ, (nats/slot) (20)

where p(Ĥ)=(1/π(1− σ2ε))
rt exp{−(1/(1− σ2ε))Tra[Ĥ†Ĥ]}

is the Gaussian probability density function (pdf) of the above
introduced channel estimates Ĥ [11], and the random variable

C(Ĥ) ∆= sup
−→
φ :E{

−→
φ

†−→
φ }≤tTpayP

1
Tpay

I
(
−→y ;−→φ |Ĥ

)
, (nats/slot)

(21)

is Shannon’s capacity of the MIMO channel (17) conditioned
on the realization Ĥ of the channel estimates that are actu-
ally available at both the transmitter and receiver of Fig. 1.
Finally, I(·; ·|·) in (21) denotes the mutual information con-
veyed by the MIMO channel (17) during the payload phase
[7]. Unfortunately, barring the limit cases of perfect channel
state information (PCSI) and no CSI [2], [10], the pdf of the
input signals

−→
φ achieving the supremum in (21) is currently

unknown, even in the simplest case of spatially white MAI [10].
However, it is known that Gaussian distributed input signals
achieve the supremum in (21) both when the condition of PCSI
is approached [2], as well as for imperfect channel estimates
when the length Tpay of the payload phase (largely) exceeds the
number t of transmit antennas (see, for example, [14] and [20]
about this asymptotic result). Therefore, motived by the above
considerations, in the following, we focus on the evaluation
of (21) for Gaussian distributed input signals. In this case, the
Tpay components {φ(n) ∈ C

t, TL + Ttr + 1 ≤ n ≤ T} in (15)

of the overall signal vector
−→
φ in (17) are uncorrelated zero-

mean proper complex Gaussian vectors with correlation matrix
Rφ meeting (16). The corresponding information throughput

TG(Ĥ)
∆=

1
Tpay

sup
Tra[Rφ]≤Pt

I
(
−→y ;−→φ |Ĥ

)
, (nats/slot) (22)

conveyed by the MIMO channel (17) for Gaussian input signals
generally falls below the Shannon’s Capacity C(Ĥ) in (21) so
that we have TG(Ĥ) ≤ C(Ĥ). However, the above inequality
is satisfied as equality when at least one of the above cited two
operating conditions (e.g., CSI or large Tpay) is met [14], [20].
Therefore, for the evaluation of TG(Ĥ) in (22), we remark that,
in general, the conditional mutual information I(−→y ;−→φ |Ĥ) in
(22) resists closed-form computation [10]. However, in [11] and
[14], the following result is presented.

Proposition 1: Let us assume that the spatial correlation ma-
trix Rφ in (16) of the payload streams radiated by the transmit
antennas of Fig. 1 is assigned. Thus, the resulting conditional
mutual information I(−→y ;−→φ |Ĥ) in (21), which is supported by
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the MIMO channel (17) for Gaussian input signals, admits the
following closed-form expression (see [11] and [14]):

I
(
−→y ;−→φ |Ĥ

)
= Tpay lg det

(
Ir +

1
t
K−1/2

d ĤTRφĤ∗K−1/2
d + σ2εPK−1

d

)
− lg det

(
Irt +

σ2εTpay
t

(
K−1

d

)∗ ⊗ Rφ

)
(23)

when at least one of the following conditions is met:

both Tpay and t are large (24)

Ĥ approaches H (25)

all SINRs γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ r in (14) vanish. (26)

A detailed proof about the above Proposition may be found in
[14] and, for the sake of brevity, it is omitted here.

IV. OPTIMIZED POWER ALLOCATION AND SIGNAL

SHAPING IN THE PRESENCE OF COLORED MAI
AND CHANNEL-ESTIMATION ERRORS

Therefore, according to (22), we must proceed to carry
out the power-constrained maximization3 of the conditional
throughput (23). For this purpose, let us indicate as

Kd = UdΛdU
†
d (27)

the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the MAI spatial
covariance matrix Kd, where

Λd
∆= diag{µ1, . . . , µr} (28)

is the corresponding (r × r) diagonal matrix of the magnitude-
ordered singular values of Kd. Thus, after introducing the
(t× r) matrix

A ∆= Ĥ∗K−1/2
d Ud (29)

accounting for the combined effects of the imperfect channel
estimate Ĥ and spatial MAI Kd, let us denote as

A = UADAV†
A (30)

the corresponding SVD, where UA and VA are unitary matri-
ces, while

DA
∆= diag{k1, . . . , ks,0t−s} (31)

3It is important to underline that the steps, which are performed to derive the
algorithm for power allocation, are the same as the well-known water-filling one
(in fact, when we consider Kd = N0Ir and σ2

ε = 0, the algorithm reduces
itself to the standard water-filling one. However, the presence of additional
elements such as imperfect channel estimates and spatially colored interference
gives rise to different expression to be maximized (23), and the conditions
to allocate power become different with respect to the standard water-filling
approach (see [22]).

is the (t× r) diagonal matrix collecting the s
∆= min{r, t}

magnitude-ordered singular values k1 ≥ k2 ≥ . . . ≥ ks > 0 of
matrix A. Finally, for future convenience, let us also introduce
the following dummy positions:

αm
∆=

µmk2m
t(µm + Pσ2ε)

, 1 ≤ m ≤ s; βl
∆=

σ2εTpay
tµl

, 1 ≤ l ≤ r.

(32)

It can be proven (see [11] and [14]) that the application of
the Kuhn–Tucker conditions [7] allows us to evaluate the
optimized transmit powers {P �(m), 1 ≤ m ≤ t} achieving the
constrained supremum in (22), as detailed by the following
Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: Let us assume that at least one of the op-
erating conditions listed in (24)–(26) is fulfilled. Thus, for
m = s+ 1, . . . , t, the powers {P �(m)} achieving the supre-
mum in (22) vanish, while for m = 1, . . . , s, they must be
computed according to the following two relationships:

P �(m) = 0, when k2m≤
(
1+

σ2εP

µm

)(
t

ρ
+σ2εTra

[
K−1

d

])
(33)

P �(m) =
1

2βmin

×
{
βminL−1

+

√
{βminL}2+4βmin

(
ρ− 1

αm
− rρβmin

αmTpay

)}

when k2m>

(
1+

σ2εP

µm

)(
t

ρ
+σ2εTra

[
K−1

d

])
(34)

where βmin
∆= min{βl, l = 1, . . . , r}, and L

∆= (1− (r/Tpay))
ρ− (1/αm). Furthermore, the nonnegative scalar parameter ρ
in (33), (34) is set so to satisfy the following power constraint
[see (13)]:

∑
m∈I(ρ)

P �(m) ≤ Pt (35)

where

I(ρ) ∆=
{
m = 1, . . . , s : k2m >

(
1 +

σ2εP

µm

)
×
(
t

ρ
+ σ2εTra

[
K−1

d

])}
(36)

is the (ρ-dependent) set of m-indexes fulfilling the inequality
in (34). Finally, the corresponding optimized spatial correlation
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matrix Rφ(opt) for the radiated signals is aligned along the
right eigenvectors of the matrix A in (29) as in

Rφ(opt) = UAdiag {P �(1), . . . P �(s),0t−s}U†
A (37)

so that the resulting maximized information throughput in (22)
admits the following (simple) closed-form expression (see [11]
and [14]):

TG(Ĥ) =
r∑

m=1

lg
(
1 +

σ2εP

µm

)
+

s∑
m=1

[
lg (1 + αmP �(m))

− 1
Tpay

r∑
l=1

lg (1 + βlP
�(m))

]
. (38)

V. TOPOLOGY-BASED MAI MODEL FOR

MULTIANTENNA ad hoc NETWORKS

To test the actual effectiveness of the proposed power-
allocation and signal-shaping algorithms, we consider the ap-
plication scenario sketched in Fig. 3 that may be considered
adequate to capture the key features of the spatial MAI im-
pairing emerging multiantenna “ad hoc” networks [9], [16].
Specifically, the considered network is composed by n∗ nonco-
operative, mutually interfering, point-to-point links Txf → Rxf ,
1 ≤ f ≤ n∗, so that the overall (vector) signal received by the
gth receive node Rxg is the superposition of the desired signal
generated by Txg together with the (n∗ − 1) interfering signals
radiated by all other transmit nodes {Txf , f �= g}. Each transmit
node Txf is assumed to be equipped with tf , 1 ≤ f ≤ n∗ trans-
mit antennas, while rf , 1 ≤ f ≤ n∗ indicates the number of
antennas located at the corresponding receive node Rxf . Thus,
after indicating as l(f, g) the length of the link Txf → Rxf , the
rg-dimensional disturbance d(g)(n) in (15) received by Rxg

during the nth slot of the payload phase may be adequately
modeled as [16]4

d(g)(n) =
N∑

f=1,f �=g

√(
l(g, g)
l(f, g)

)4 1√
tg

χ(f, g)

× HT(f, g)φ(f)(n) +w(g)(n) (39)

where w(g)(n) accounts for the thermal noise present in
Rxg, φ(f)(n) is the tf -dimensional (Gaussian) signal radiated
by Txf , χ(f, g) accounts for the shadowing effects5 possi-
bly present on the link Txf → Rxg, and the (tf × rg) matrix
H(f, g) describes Ricean-distributed fast fading affecting the

4To somewhat simplify the adopted notation, we assume that all the (n∗ −
1) interfering transmitters {Txf , f �= g} of Fig. 3 are in the payload phase.
The generalization of the model (39) to the case where M out of (n∗ − 1)
interfering transmitters radiate payload signals is direct and only requires minor
formal modifications of (39).

5Without loss of generality, we may assume the parameter χ(f, g), 1 ≤ f ,
g ≤ n∗, spanning the interval [0, 1]. This means that χ(f, g) = 1 gives rise to
the worst case when the MAI effects induced by Txf on Rxg are maximum,
while χ(f, g) = 0 describes the lucky operating condition where no MAI is
induced by Txf on Rxg, f �= g.

link Txf → Rxg. Specifically, according to the fast-fading spa-
tial interference model recently developed in [16], the channel
matrix H(f, g) in (39) may be modeled as [16]

H(f, g) ≡
√

k(f, g)
1 + k(f, g)

H(sp)(f, g)

+

√
1

1 + k(f, g)
H(sc)(f, g), 1 ≤ f, g ≤ n∗ (40)

where k(f, g) ∈ [0,+∞) is the Ricean factor of the link Txf →
Rxg, while the elements of the (tf × rg) matrix H(sc)(f, g) are
mutually independent zero-mean unit-variance proper Gaussian
r.v.s. accounting for the scattered propagation component of the
link Txf → Rxg. Furthermore, according to [16], the (tf × rg)
specular propagation component matrix H(sp)(f, g) of the link
Txf → Rxg may be evaluated as

H(sp)(f, g) ≡ a(f, g)bT(f, g), 1 ≤ f, g ≤ n∗ (41)

where a(f, g) and b(f, g) are the (tf × 1) and (rg × 1) column
vectors describing the specular array responses at Rxg and Txf ,
respectively [16]. In particular, when regularly spaced linear
arrays with isotropic elements are employed at Rxg and Txf ,
the above vectors may be directly evaluated as in [16]

a(f, g) = [1, exp (j2πν cos (θa(f, g))) , . . .

exp (j2πν(rf − 1) cos (θa(f, g)))]T (42)

b(f, g) = [1, exp (j2πν cos (θd(f, g))) , . . .

exp (j2πν(rg − 1) cos (θd(f, g)))]T (43)

where θa(f, g) and θd(f, g) are the arrival and departure angles
for the link Txf → Rxg (see Fig. 3), while ν is the antenna
spacing in multiple of RF radiated wavelength.6 Thus, on the
basis of the model (40), (41), the resulting MAI covariance
matrix K(g)

d measured by Rxg assumes the following form:

K(g)
d

∆=E

{
d(g)(n)

(
d(g)(n)

)†}

≡

N0 +
n∗∑

f=1
f �=g

(
l(g, g)
l(f, g)

)4
χ2(f, g)
1 + k(f, g)

P (f)

 Irg

+


n∗∑

f=1
f �=g

(
l(g, g)
l(f, g)

)4
k(f, g)

1 + k(f, g)
χ2(f, g)

tf

× a(f, g)bT(f, g)R(f)
φ b∗(f, g)aT(f, g)

 (44)

6Several measures support the conclusion that ν values of the order of 1/2
generally suffice to meet the aforementioned uncorrelation assumption among
the rays impinging the receive antennas, at least in application scenarios as
those considered here, where the terminals are (approximately) colocated at the
same level over the ground [2], [10], [16], [17].
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Fig. 3. Geometric model for the multiaccess spatial interference [16].

where P (f) is the power radiated by Txf , N0 in watts per Hertz

is the thermal noise at Rxg, and R(f)
φ

∆= E{φ(f)(n)(φ(f)(n))†}
is the spatial covariance matrix of the signals generated
by Txf .

VI. SOME GAME-THEORY CONCEPTS

In order to model the dynamic behavior of the “ad hoc”
network of Fig. 3 composed by multiple mutually interfering
pairs of transmit/receive nodes, we resort to the formal tool of
the game theory [5] already employed to solve communication
problems (see, for example, [19] and reference therein). We re-

call that a noncooperative and strategic game G
∆= 〈N,A, {ug}〉

has three components [5], [13]: a finite set N
∆= {1, 2, . . . , n∗}

of players, a set Ag , g ∈ N of possible actions for each player,
and a set of utility functions. Specifically, after denoting by

A
∆= A1 ×A2 × . . .×An∗ the space of action profiles [13],

let us indicate as ug : A → R the gth player’s utility function.
Thus, after indicating by a ∈ A an action profile, by ag ∈ Ag

the players g’s action in a, and by a−g the actions in a of the
other (n∗ − 1) players, we can say that ug(a) ≡ ug(ag,a−g)
maps7 each action profile a into a real number [13]. In partic-
ular, in a strategic noncooperative game, each player chooses
a suitable action a•g from his action set Ag to maximize its
utility function, which is according to the following game
rule [13]:

a•g ≡ max
ag∈Ag

ug(ag,a−g). (45)

Therefore, since there is no cooperation among the players, it
is important to ensure the dynamic stability of the overall game.
A concept related to this issue is the so-called NE. Simply
stated, an NE is an action profile a�, at which no player may

7The notation ug(ag,a−g) emphasizes that the gth player controls only his
own action ag , but his achieved utility depends also on actions a−g taken by
all other players [5], [13].

gain by unilaterally deviating [5], [13]. Therefore, NE is a stable
operating point of the game because no player benefits from
changing his strategy [4], [5]. More formally, an NE is an action
profile a�, such that for all ag ∈ Ag , the following inequality is
satisfied [5], [13]:

ug(a�
g,a

�
−g) ≥ ug(ag,a�

−g), ∀g ∈ N,∀ag ∈ Ag. (46)

VII. SPATIAL POWER-ALLOCATION MULTIANTENNA

(SPAM) GAME FOR ad hoc NETWORKS

Let us focus now on the “ad hoc” network of Fig. 3 that
is composed by n∗ mutually interfering transmit/receive mul-
tiantenna units. The ultimate task of the gth transmit/receive
pair is to maximize the information throughput TG(g), g =
1, . . . , n∗, which is sustained by the corresponding link Txg →
Rxg via suitable power allocation and shaping of the signals
radiated by Txg. Since the signals radiated by the gth transmitter
induces MAI over all other receivers {Rxi, i �= g} and the
“ad hoc” nature of the network does not allow transmitters to
exchange information (e.g., the transmitters do not cooperate),
we may model the interaction between transmit/receive pairs
as active, other than the network, as a noncooperative strategic
game [1], [4], [5]. Specifically, in the considered “ad hoc”
networking scenario of Fig. 3, the players’ set N is composed
of the n∗ pairs of transmitters/receivers, while the set of actions
Ag available to the gth player is the set of all the covariance

matrices {R(g)
φ } meeting the power constraint (16) so that we

can pose

Ag ≡
{
R(g)

φ : 0 ≤ Tra
[
R(g)

φ

]
≤ tgPg

}
, g = 1, . . . , n∗.

(47)

This means that the generic action ag of Txg consists of
the transmission of a Gaussian distributed payload sequence
with covariance matrix R(g)

φ . Furthermore, the utility func-
tion ug(.) for the gth transmit/receive pair is the conditional
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throughput conveyed by the gth link so that we can write
[see (23)]

ug(a)
∆=ug

(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(g)
φ , . . . ,R(n∗)

φ

)
≡ 1

Tpay
I
(
−→y (g);−→φ (g)|Ĥg

)
≡ lg det

(
Irg
+
1
tf

(
K(g)

d

)−1/2

ĤT
g R(g)

φ Ĥ∗
g

×
(
K(g)

d

)−1/2

+ σ2ε(g)P
(g)
(
K(g)

d

)−1)
− 1

Tpay
lg det

(
Irgtg

+
σ2ε(g)Tpay

tg

×
((

K(g)
d

)−1)∗
⊗ R(g)

φ

)
(48)

with the gth MAI covariance matrix K(g)
d dependent on the

spatial covariance matrices {R(i)
φ , i �= g} of the signals radiated

by the interfering transmitters, as detailed by (44). About the
rule of the game, each player (e.g., transmitter) chooses the
action R(g)•

φ maximizing the throughput (48) conveyed by its
own link; so, we can write [see (45)]

R(g)•
φ ≡ arg max

R
(g)
φ

∈Ag

{
1

Tpay
I
(
−→y (g);−→φ (g)|Ĥg

)}
g = 1, . . . n∗. (49)

A. Competitively Optimal Power-Allocation and
Signal-Shaping Algorithms Under the Best-Effort and
“Contracted QoS” Policies

In this section, we present the algorithms for the optimized
power allocation and signal shaping for the network of Fig. 3
under “contracted QoS” and best-effort policies. Before pro-
ceeding, some remarks about the considered QoS policies are
in order. We consider the QoS from an information-throughput
point of view. Specifically, in “ad hoc” networks with no
centralized controllers, it is not possible to ensure to any
user a “guaranteed QoS.” Thus, in place of guaranteed user’s
QoS, it is more reasonable, indeed, to resort to the concept of
“contracted QoS” defined according to predefined multiple QoS
classes. Therefore, the algorithm that we present attempts to
achieve the target throughput classes desired by the users, and
if these classes are not achievable due to the MAI, the algorithm
attempts to achieve the next lower QoS classes by lowering the
requested users’ throughput. From this point of view, the best-
effort strategy is a particular case of the “contracted QoS” one,
where the number of QoS classes approaches infinity.

The algorithm for achieving the maximal throughput over the
gth link under the above introduced “contracted QoS” policy is
reported in Table I. It must be run by each transmit/receive pair
that is active over the network of Fig. 3. In particular, the steps
from 0 to 11 in Table I are setup procedures and eigen/singular

TABLE I
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

POWER-ALLOCATION AND SIGNAL-SHAPING ALGORITHMS

FOR THE gth TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER PAIR UNDER THE

“CONTRACTED QoS” POLICY

values computations [these steps collect parameters’ compu-
tation detailed from (27) to (32)], while TR(z)

TH (nats/slot)
at the step 0 is the target throughput defining the zth QoS
class. Step 12 verifies that the game is playable (e.g., the NE
exists; see Section VI-B), while steps 13 and 14 set up the ρ
parameter I(ρ) and the step size ∆ requested to carry out the
power-allocation procedure (see also [11], [14], and [21]). The
condition at step 15 assures that the power meets the constraint
in (16), and the steps from 16 to 18 perform the competitively
optimal power allocation and spatial signal shaping for the link
Txg → Rxg. In steps 18 to 22, the convergence of the algorithm
is checked by evaluating the difference between allocation at
actual and previous iteration, and in step 23, the maximized
information throughput sustained by gth link is evaluated.
Finally, step 24 checks if the achieved throughput is compliant
with the users’ QoS requirements. If it is compliant, then the
game stops. Otherwise, Txg reduces the overall radiated power
and restarts the game. If the obtained throughput is below the
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TABLE II
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE ASYNCHRONOUS AND DISTRIBUTED

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPAM GAME

requested TR(z)
TH, the transmitter Txg restarts the game with a

target throughput TR(z−1)
TH that is lower than the original TR(z)

TH.

B. Distributed and Asynchronous Implementation
of the SPAM Game

Let us assume that the algorithm reported in Table I is
iteratively run (possibly, in an asynchronous way) by all trans-
mit/receive pairs active over the network of Fig. 3. Specifically,
after measuring the impairing MAI covariance matrix K(1)

d , the
first Tx1 → Rx1 pair begins to update its power allocation and
signal shaping by running the algorithm of Table I. Thus, this
algorithm is successively run by the second pair Tx2 → Rx2,
the third one, etc. Hence, the algorithm is applied again by the
first pair, the second one and so on.8 Formally, as in [1], in
the fully asynchronous and distributed implementation of the
SPAM game, the gth transmit/receive pair of Fig. 3 executes
the power-control and signal-shaping algorithms of Table I at
time instances given by the set Υg

∆= {tg1 , tg2 , tg3 . . .} with

tgi
< tg(i+1) . Thus, after indicating by Υ ∆= {τ1, τ2, τ3, . . .} the

overall set of update instants Υ1

⋃
Υ2 . . .

⋃
Υn∗ sorted in the

increased order, the asynchronous and distributed implementa-
tion of the considered SPAM game generates the sequence of
power allocations and signal shapings following the iterative
procedure detailed in Table II. At this stage, it is important to
note, as anticipated in Section I, that the proposed algorithm
is not centralized and fully scalable, because the computa-
tional cost does not depend on the number of users in the
network.

Thus, about the asynchronous and distributed implementa-
tion of the SPAM game reported in Table II, the key questions
are the following.

1) Does NE exist for the SPAM game?
2) Is the NE unique?
3) Does the above iterative algorithm converge toward

the NE?
The following Proposition 3 presents sufficient conditions for
the existence, uniqueness, and achievability of the NE. From
a formal point of view, Proposition 3 represents the main
analytical result of this contribution.

Proposition 3: With reference to the asynchronous and
distributed implementation of the SPAM game reported by

8In an asynchronous implementation of the game, the updating ordering may
also change from time to time, possibly in a random way [13].

Table II, let us assume that the following three conditions
are met:

k(g)2m >

(
1 +

σ2ε(g)P
(g)

µ
(g)
m

)(
t

ρ(g)
+ σ2ε(g)Tra

[(
K(g)

d

)−1])
1 ≤ m ≤ min{rg, tg}, 1 ≤ g ≤ n∗ (50)

rg ≥ tg, 1 ≤ g ≤ n∗ (51)

Tpay � tg > 1 and/or σ2ε(g)→ 0, 1 ≤ g ≤ n∗. (52)

Thus, the NE of the SPAM game exists, and it is unique.
Furthermore, the distributed and asynchronous implementation
of the SPAM game of Table II converges to the NE from any
starting point.

A sketch of the proof of Proposition 3 is reported in the final
Appendices.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

To test the effectiveness of the proposed SPAM algorithm,
several numerical tests have been carried out. The obtained re-
sults about the achieved throughput are detailed in the following
sections.

A. Achieved Network Throughput

Fig. 4 depicts the squared network considered for the tests.
It is composed by two transmit/receive pairs equipped with
t = 4 and r = 8 transmit/receive antennas and operating at
SNR = 10 dB with Tpay = 120. The numerical tests have
been carried out under the best-effort policy. At the beginning
(e.g., at zeroth iteration), only the first transmit/receive pair is
ON (see Fig. 4). By running the SPAM game, we obtain an
information throughput around 18 bits/slots for the first pair
(see Fig. 5), while the throughput sustained by the second
link Tx2 → Rx2 is (obviously) zero. Next, the link Tx2 →
Rx2 is activated; so, the throughput on the Tx1 → Rx1 link
decreases to 13 bits/slot (see Fig. 5), while the throughput of
the Tx2 → Rx2 link increases until the same value. In this case,
we have considered the absence of obstacles between interferers
(e.g., χ2(1, 2) = χ2(2, 1) = 1). This point represents the (first)
NE for the considered squared topology, and it has reached
and achieved 23 iterations (see Fig. 5). Next, the network
topology changes, and an obstacle is introduced between the
second transmitter and first receiver, so that χ2(1, 2) = 0.6,
while χ2(2, 1) = 1. As it is shown in Fig. 5, the new NE
(achieved at the 60th iteration) is characterized by different
values of the achieved throughput over the active links. After
this, we considered an operating scenario with χ2(1, 2) = 0.8
and χ2(2, 1) = 1. In this case, the SPAM game gives rise to an
information throughput over the link Tx1 → Rx1 limited up to
14.3 bits/slot (see Fig. 5). After this, we introduce an additional
change in the network topology, so that both receivers do not
suffer from MAI (e.g., χ2(1, 2) = χ2(2, 1) = 0; see Fig. 4). In
this operating condition, the sustained link throughput increases
to approach a new NE, where the throughput conveyed by both
links equates 19.2 bits/slot (see Fig. 5). Finally, we assumed
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Fig. 4. Network topology sequence considered in Section VIII for the numerical tests. Txg → Rxg, g = 1, 2, 3 are the desired links, while Txg → Rxf , g �= f
are the interfering ones.

Fig. 5. Information throughput achieved by the SPAM game and TDMA under the best-effort policy for the network topology sequence of Fig. 4.

that a third pair of transmit/receive units switches ON, so that
the network assumes the hexagonal topology of Fig. 4. The
new NE achieved by running the SPAM game approaches
8.3 bits/slot for all active links (see Fig. 5).

B. Effects of Mismatches in the Evaluation of the MAI
Covariance Matrix

The accuracy in the estimate
∨
Kd in (5) of the actual MAI

covariance matrix Kd is mainly limited by the length TL of
the employed learning phase. To test the sensitivity of the pro-
posed power-allocation algorithm of Table I on errors possibly
affecting the estimated matrix

∨
Kd, we have perturbed the actual

Kd via a randomly generated (r × r) matrix N, which is com-
posed by zero-mean proper complex unit-variance independent
Gaussian elements. This was accomplished according to the
following relationship:

∨
Kd = Kd +

√
‖Kd‖2E

r2

√
δN

where δ
∆= E{‖Kd −

∨
Kd‖2E/‖Kd‖2E is a deterministic para-

meter set according to the desired squared estimation errors

affecting
∨
Kd. Thus, using this perturbed covariance matrix

∨
Kd (with δ = 0.05) in place of the actual one Kd, we have
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TABLE III
NASH-EQUILIBRIA COMPARISON FOR PERFECTLY KNOWN MAI COVARIANCE MATRIX AND

IMPERFECTLY KNOWN MAI COVARIANCE MATRIX (δ = 0.05)

Fig. 6. Regions for the information throughput achieved by the proposed SPAM game and TDMA for a squared network topology and different values of the
shadowing factors χ2(1, 2) ≡ χ2(2, 1) ≡ χ2.

performed the power allocation as indicated by the relationships
(33) and (34). Then, we have evaluated the resulting condi-
tional throughput TG(Ĥ) via (38), for the scenario depicted in
Fig. 4. The values in Table III report the values of NE when
we consider perfect MAI covariance matrix knowledge and
MAI covariance matrix affected by estimation errors. The last
column of Table III points out that the resulting throughput loss
is limited up to 4% for the considered value of the δ parameter.
In the first row, it is possible to appreciate that the performance
loss is within 4%, because the value of the throughput is 12.5
in place of 13.

C. Achievable Throughput Regions

In Fig. 6, we report the achievable throughput regions of a
squared network composed by two transmit/receive pairs for
different values of the shadowing factors χ2(1, 2) = χ2(2, 1).
These regions represent the pairs of information throughput
(R1, R2), in which the links that are active over the considered
network may guarantee when the proposed SPAM game is
run. After comparing the throughput regions guaranteed by
the proposed SPAM game with those of conventional TDMA
orthogonal access method (see the inner square in Fig. 6), we
may conclude that at χ2(1, 2) = χ2(2, 1) < 0.7 (e.g., in the
presence of strong MAI), the proposed SPAM game outper-
forms the conventional TDMA one. In Fig. 7, the throughput

region for the hexagonal network topology, with all χ equating
0.5, is shown. Fig. 6 points out that the throughput achievable
by the SPAM game outperforms that of TDMA.

D. Spam Game Versus TDMA: A Throughput Comparison

The above conclusion is also supported by the dotted curve
of Fig. 5, which reports the throughput achieved by the TDMA
strategy for the same networking scenarios previously con-
sidered in Section VIII-A. In fact, an examination9 of Fig. 5
shows that although the TDMA is a centralized technique
assuring orthogonal (e.g., collision free) multiple access, never-
theless, the corresponding throughput is below those achieved
by running the proposed SPAM game, especially when the
MAI effects are substantial. Overall, the SPAM game-versus-
TDMA comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 supports the superiority
of decentralized competitively optimal access strategies over
centralized orthogonal ones, at least in networking scenarios
where the spatial dimension of the system may be efficiently
exploited to perform the MAI suppression. As anticipated in
Section I, this can be justified [21] by observing that, although
(perfectly synchronous) TDMA does not present interference

9Under the above stated assumptions about the considered network in Fig. 4,
the same throughput values marked by the dotted plot of Fig. 5 are also achieved
when alternative orthogonal centralized access strategies (as, for example,
CDMA or FDMA) are implemented.
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Fig. 7. Regions for the information throughput achieved by the proposed SPAM Game and TDMA for a hexagonal network topology and all shadowing factors
equal to χ2 = 0.5.

for the receiver, it assigns a slot out of n�; so, the capacity is
reduced with respect to a single-user case. On the contrary, in
the proposed approach, there is the presence of interference,
but through a signal shaping, its effect is reduced while the
capacity has not to be divided by n� because it is based
on continuous transmission. An additional feature is that the
TDMA outperforms the proposed approach for a very low
number of antennas (one or two), because signal shaping is not
able to counterbalance the effect of interference (see [21]).

This conclusion may be of actual interest for a “plug-and-
play” planning of multiantenna “ad hoc” networking architec-
tures. From this point of view, the results presented in this paper
probably grasp only the tip of the iceberg.

APPENDIX I
EXISTENCE OF AN NE FOR THE SPAM GAME

To prove the existence of the NE for the distributed and
asynchronous implementation of the SPAM game reported in
Table II, we resort to the following general result from [1] and
[13] about noncooperative strategic games.

Proposition 4—Existence of an NE: An NE exists in a

noncooperative strategic game G
∆= 〈N,A, {ug}〉 if, for all g =

1, . . . , n∗.

1) The set Ag is not empty, compact, and convex. (53)
2) The utility function ug(a) is continuous

over a ∈ A. (54)
3) The utility function ug(ag,a−g) is quasi-concave10

in ag ∈ Ag for any assigned a−g. (55)

Thus, our next task is to prove that the SPAM game of Table II
meets all of the above conditions.

10See [15] for the definition and properties of the quasi-concave functions.
We only stress that a concave function is also quasi-concave [15].

Condition (53): For all values of g, the set of actions Ag

in (47) is limited between the null matrix and the matrix
R(g)

φ (max) with Tra[R(g)
φ (max)] ≡ tgPg . This set is closed

because the boundary of the set [e.g., the null matrix and the
maximum matrix R(g)

φ (max)] falls into the set Ag . Therefore,
because the set is closed and bounded, it is also compact. In
addition, this set is also convex. In fact, after considering two
generic elements R(g)

φ (1) and R(g)
φ (2) of the set Ag , we have

that the combined matrix

R
(g)
φ

∆= λR(g)
φ (1) + (1− λ)R(g)

φ (2), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (56)

is also in Ag , because its trace

Tra
[
R

(g)
φ

]
= λTra

[
R(g)

φ (1)
]
+ (1− λ)Tra

[
R(g)

φ (2)
]

(57)

falls in the interval [0, tgPg]. Thus, the set Ag is convex.
Condition (54): Since the function lg det[M] is continuous

in the elements of the matrix M, in order to prove the continuity
of the utility function ug(.) in (48) in the (matrix) arguments

{R(1)
φ . . .R(n∗)

φ }, it suffices to test the continuity of the two
terms enclosed by the squared brackets in (48). Since both of
these terms are continuous in the gth argument R(g)

φ , and in

addition, K−1
d is also continuous in {R(i)

φ , i �= g} because Kd

in (44) is the linear superposition of {R(i)
φ , i �= g}, we conclude

that ug(.) in (48) meets the continuity property (54).
Condition (55): After recalling that a concave function is

also quasi-concave [15], it suffices to prove that the utility
function ug(.) in (48) is concave in R(g)

φ for any assigned K(g)
d .

To accomplish this task, we simply observe that the lg det[M]
function is concave in M, so that ug(.) in (48) is concave in
R(g)

φ when the term following the minus sign in (48) becomes
negligible. An examination of (48) leads to the conclusion
that this term becomes negligible when the available channel
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estimates Ĥ are very reliable (e.g., σ2ε(g) in (48) vanishes),
when Tpay is large, or when all the inequalities in (50) are
met. These last considerations complete the proof about the
existence of an NE for the SPAM game of Table II.

APPENDIX II
UNIQUENESS AND ACHIEVABILITY OF

THE NE FOR THE SPAM GAME

To prove the uniqueness of NE for the SPAM game of
Table II, we resort to some basic results reported in [1] and
[4] about the so-called standard functions. Formally, according
to a current taxonomy [1], [4], for any assigned (n∗ − 1)-
ple of spatial covariance matrices {R(i)

φ , i �= g}, the resulting

maximizing R(g)•
φ in (49) constitutes the so-called “gth ter-

minal best response” to the set {R(i)
φ , i �= g} of interfering

covariance signal matrices. Therefore, for any assigned n∗-ple
{R(i)

φ , i = 1, . . . , n∗}, we may collect the resulting terminals

best responses {R(g)•
φ , g = 1, . . . , n∗} in (49) into the so-called

matrix of best responses (MBR) [B•], which is formally defined
as (see [1] and [4])

[B•]
(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n)
φ

)
∆= [Rφ(1)•, . . . ,Rφ(n∗)•]T . (58)

According to [1] and [4], from an analytical point of view, the
MBR [B•](.) in (58) constitutes a standard function when it
meets the following three properties:

Positiveness:

1) ∀a ∆=
(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n∗)
φ

)
∈ A

then [B•]
(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n∗)
φ

)
4 0 (59)

Monotonicity:

2) if R(g)
φ 4 R(g)

φ , then [B•]
(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n∗)
φ

)
4 [B•]

(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n∗)
φ

)
(60)

Scalability:

3) ∀ c ≥ 1, then c[B•]
(
R(1)

φ , . . . ,R(n∗)
φ

)
4 [B•]

(
cR(1)

φ , . . . , cR(n∗)
φ

)
(61)

where the expression Q 4 U(Q 4 U) means that Q − U
is a definite (semidefinite) positive matrix. Therefore, since
[4, Th. 1] assures the uniqueness of the NE when the corre-
sponding MBR is a standard function (see also [1] for additional
details on this topic), our next task is to prove that the MBR

[B•](.) in (58) of the considered SPAM game meets all the
properties (59)–(61).

1) Positiveness—In order to prove the positiveness of
[B•](.) for the SPAM game of Table II, it suffices to test
that all the best response matrices {R(g)•

φ , g = 1, . . . , n∗}
in (58) are definite positive for any assigned MAI matri-
ces {K(g)

d , g = 1, . . . , n∗}. By examining the expression

of R(g)•
φ reported in (37), we conclude that R(g)•

φ is

positive when tg ≤ sg
∆= min{rg, tg} and all the powers

{P ∗
g (m)} in (33) and (34) are strictly positive. In turn,

both these conditions are met when the inequalities (50)
and (51) are fulfilled.

2) Monotonicity—In order to prove the monotonicity prop-
erty, we have to test the validity of the following
inequalities:

ug

(
R(g)

φ ;K
(g)
d

)
≤ug

(
R(g)

φ ;K
(g)
d

)
, ∀K(g)

d 4 K(g)
d (62)

ug

(
R(g)

φ ;K
(g)
d

)
≤ug

(
R

(g)
φ ;K

(g)
d

)
, ∀R(g)

φ 4 R(g)
φ . (63)

For testing (62), we simply note that since the utility
function in (48) is composed by the function log det(I+
A), we have that this last can be rewritten as log(

∑
(1 +

λa)), where {λa} are the eigenvalues of A. Thus,
log det(I+A) increases for increasing {λa}. Now, when

K
(g)
d 4 K(g)

d , we have that k
(g)2
m ≥ k

(g)2
m ,∀m. This im-

plies that the eigenvalues of the matrix in (48) act as a
reference to the matrix K(g)−1

d , so we have that, when

K
(g)
d 4 K(g)

d , ug(.) decreases. By applying the same proof

arguments to the matrix R(g)
φ , we directly arrive, at test,

the monotonic increasing behavior of the function ug(.)
in (48) with respect to R(g)

φ . This proves the validity of
inequality (63).

3) Scalability—For any assigned (n∗ − 1)-ple {R(i)
φ , i =

1, . . . , n∗; i �= g}, let us indicate by K(g)
d the result-

ing MAI covariance matrix computed according to the

model (44), and let us denote K
(g)
d as the corresponding

MAI matrix generated by the (n∗ − 1)-ple {cR(i)
φ , i =

1, . . . , n∗; i �= g}. Therefore, by definition, the proof of
the scalability property in (61) is equivalent to test the
validity of the following inequality:

c arg max
R

(g)
φ

∈Ag

{
ug

(
R(g)

φ ;K
(g)
d

)}
4 arg max

R
(g)
φ

∈Ag

{
ug

(
R(g)

φ ;K
(g)
d

)}
, g = 1, . . . , n∗. (64)

Now, we observe that when K(g)
d and K

(g)
d are computed

according to the MAI model in (44), then they satisfy the
following chain of inequalities:

cK(g)
d 4 K

(g)
d 4 K(g)

d . (65)
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Therefore, since we have already proved that ug(.) in (48)

increases for increasing K(g)
d , the validity of (64) directly

arises from the inequality chain (65). After proving the
uniqueness of the NE for the SPAM game in Table II,
its availability is directly guaranteed by the fact that the
NE represents the unique stable operating point of the
game [13].
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